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Eigenlytics Data Solutions is a B2B company solving problem of 
data extraction with its offering focussed on enabling automated 
document processing. This company is headquartered in Mumbai 
and has products like DigiDoc (Document Management Software), 
DigiGov(Governance, Risk Management and Compliance (GRC) 
software) and DocEye (Optical Character Recognition Software).

E2E Cloud fulfilled 
the requirement of 

Eigenlytics Data 
Solutions by saving 

cost of model training 
using E2E Cloud 

GPUs.
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E2E Cloud helped Eigenlytics Data Solutions 
to run their important enterprise softwares 
on NVIDIA A100-80 GB E2E Cloud GPUs.



Pain Points
Eigenlytics Data Solutions was using AWS for 
their GPU requirements. They were paying 
around 4X the price which was a pain for 
them.

Solution
This company tried various options on AWS but 
either the pricing was too high or configuration 
provided was too low. Finally, this company got 
to know that E2E Networks is the only Elite 
Cloud service provider partnered with NVIDIA 
to sell GPU Cloud servers in India.

Requirements
This customer needed Cloud GPUs but at a 
lower price so that they can continue offering 
their software at a lower price than their 
competitors. They were also looking for GPUs 
only in the India region to give better latency 
to their end clients.



The price to performance ratio offered by E2E Cloud for A100 GPU Cloud servers were 
best what they can get in India and so they decided to deploy their application 

on E2E Cloud:

https://www.e2enetworks.com/products/nvidia-a100-80-gb

It's been more than 2.5 years and the client is up and running and growing their
business with full confidence on E2E Cloud.

Here the benefits
which the client got

after moving to

Good options 
of SKUs to 

choose from.

Cost
reduction 

Support is good 
and a dedicated 

account manager 
helps in

speeding up 
overall 

experience.

Majority of 
popular services 
used by clients is 
available in E2E 

Cloud
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Testimonial on E2E Cloud by Mr. Prashant Kumar - Co Founder and CEO @ Eigenlytics

Here is the Youtube link of testimonial by the 
Client - Mr. Prashant, Co-Founder and CEO 
of Eigenlytics Data Solutions:

https://youtu.be/cdUulXJTg4U
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